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 The security of message information has drawn more attention nowadays, 

so; cryptography has been used extensively. This research aims to generate 

secured cipher keys from retina information to increase the level of security. 

The proposed technique utilizes cryptography based on retina information. 

The main contribution is the original procedure used to generate three types 

of keys in one system from the retina vessel's end position and improve the 

technique of three systems, each with one key. The distances between the 

center of the diagonals of the retina image and the retina vessel's end 

(diagonal center-end (DCE)) represent the first key. The distances between 

the center of the radius of the retina and the retina vessel's end (radius 

center-end (RCE)) represent the second key. While the diagonal-radius 

center and the retina vessel's end (diagonal-radius center-end (DRCE)) 

represent the third key. The results illustrate the process's validity and 

applicability. Also, improve the time required to decrypt the cipher-text by a 

brute force attack (BFA) from (4.358e+139) year in the compared technique 

to (1.3074e+140) year for retina3. The BFA time will increase with 

increasing the number of retina vessels, as in retina1, 2, and 3, which have 

24, 53, and 103 retina vessels. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is the study and practice of mathematical techniques for secure information and 

related aspects of the data and information security [1], [2]. A secure system should preserve the privacy of 

data, integrity, and availability [3]. Availability is the capability to access the resources or network data 

whenever necessary [4]. Data integrity is the resistance to penetration and protection from undetected and 

unauthorized modification [5]. One way to bolster security in any computer system is to encrypt messages 

and sensitive records in transmission and storage. The plain-text is the unenciphered text, and enciphering 

(encryption) is the conversion from a plain-text message to a cipher-text form in which a message can be 

read-only by the intended receiver [6]. Deciphering (decryption) is the decoding from cipher-text form to 

plain-text message [5]. Cryptographic algorithms used for encryption and decryption operations [7]. 

Zainatul et al. [8] used a lightweight and secure communication proxy to solve the security problem 

of the Internet of things (IoT) traffic. (IoT) devices have increased the quantity of information generated in 

various formats [9]. Omoruyi et al. [10] evaluated the ciphering image quality of the Hill-Cipher algorithm. 

This study has applied three metrics; maximum deviation, entropy of the ciphered image, and color 

histogram. Mustafa et al. [11] presented generating a quick response (QR) code relying on the input message 

and extracting the features used to generate the key. The features are extracted from QR codes using 

convolution. Jasmir et al. [12] classified the texts of cancer clinical trial documents consisting of unstructured 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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free texts taken from cancer clinical trial protocols. Numerous human life and skin applications are reviewed 

in [13], such as classification, detection, blocking, cryptography, localization, identification steganography, 

tracking, segmentation, and recognition. A review of the image compression technique and formats that use 

to decrease redundant information in the images, non-visual redundancy, and unnecessary pixels are 

presented in [14]. 

Mistry [15] proposed a method for authentication of a medical image using a hybrid algorithm and 

encryption of a retinal fundus image. Integrity, authentication, and tamper localization at various levels of 

discrete wavelet transform high-low sub-bands are provided by digital watermarking. Seam et al. [2] 

introduced a method called seam's random number generator. The generated sequences perform the XOR 

digital operation with a grayscale image to get the encrypted text. Taha et al. [16] used hybrid technology 

consisting of the characteristics of the human retina and functions to generate the keys of high-quality 

capricious, non-recovery, and unforeseeable. The correlation tests and National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) package proved that the keys are random, uncorrelated, and sturdy against different 

attacks. Tajuddin and Nandini [17] used a robust and large size key that is directly generated from the 

information of retinal blood vessels and results in delay through encryption/decryption; this creates more 

complexity for attackers to guess or crack the cryptographic key. George et al. [18] proposed a selective 

image encryption method that encrypts predetermined groups of the input image data to reduce the 

computational complexity and cryptographic time. Liang et al. [19] improved the efficiency by applying 

permutation with hyperchaotic sequences when using the image encryption method with a public key. At the 

same time, the elliptic curve cryptography encrypts the hash value. Ma et al. [20] introduced unsupervised 

learning and supervised learning algorithms used as a segmentation algorithm for the retinal blood vessel. 

Tajuddin and Nandini [21] introduced three retina features; endpoints, islands, and bifurcation points used to 

generate the secured key to enhancing network security. The problem is how to increase the BFA time to 

prevent attackers from breaking the encryption.  

This paper uses a new technique for encryption/decryption based on retina information. The aim is 

to generate secured cipher keys from retina information to improve the level of security. The main 

contribution is the original procedure used to generate three types of keys in one system from the retina 

vessel's end position and improve the technique of three systems, each with one key. The first is the DCE 

key, the second is the RCE key, and the third is the DRCE key. As a result, the BFA time is very high and is 

out of a person's life. Then we compared the BFA time with another technique we have designed for 

comparing only; called the compared technique, which has three systems, each with an individual key, one 

with a DCE key, the second with an RCE key, and the third system with a DRCE key. This paper's 

organization is as follows: section 2 presents an overview and a sequence of explanations of the proposed 

research method; section 3 describes the testing and evaluation of the implemented results. Finally, section 4 

presents the outlines of the conclusion of this paper. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

2.1.  Overview  

Cipher algorithms are the rules or instructions for the encryption process. The proposed technique 

uses retina vessels of three different retina images and MATLAB R2019a. One of the retina images contains 

24 retina vessels, the second retina image contains 53 retina vessels, while; the third one has 103 retina 

vessels. (retina3 taken as a model). Figure 1 shows the three different retina images used for feature 

extraction. Several preprocessing steps are applied to the retina image before feature extraction is applied to 

obtain the enhanced gray image output and an original procedure used for retina feature extraction to 

generate the keys. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed method.  

 

 

   
retina1 retina2 retina3 

 

Figure 1. Three different retina images 
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2.2.  Preprocessing 

In biometrics, the face, retina, and fingerprints are not the same in another person. Therefore, they 

can be used to generate random keys in cryptographic applications [22]. The original retina color image of 

any format or size is read as a matrix, and then it is converted to a grayscale form, generally from 0 (black) to 

255 (white). After that, the gray image is resized to 256×256 pixels. Figure 3 shows the preprocessed image, 

where the original color image, grayscale image, and resized image are illustrated in Figure 3(a), Figure 3(b) 

and Figure 3(c), respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed method 

 

 

 
  

                  (a) (b) (c) 

 

Figure 3. Preprocessed image where (a) original color image (b) grayscale image and (c) resized image 

 

 

2.3.  Feature extraction  

Feature extraction is an important stage in image processing, computer vision, data mining and 

image retrieval [23]. The retina is one of the wellsprings of biometric systems which [24] has inherent 

robustness [22] and give an efficient and reliable method for authentication [24], [25]. The feature extraction 

of the retina vessels is computing feature vectors to get a compact representation of the original retina [12], 

[26], [27]. In a retina feature extraction, the retina center's coordinates are calculated by drawing the 
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diagonals of the retina image; the enter section point of the diagonals is the center of the retina image, which 

is also the center of the retina. Then the distance between the retina's center and the vessel's end is drawn and 

measured using Euclidean distance. These distances are the DCE used to encrypt the message as a DCE key. 

After that, the measured distances are arranged progressively and numbered, starting from one and ahead. 

The next step is that; from the center of the retina towards the right-hand side, a horizontal radius of 

the retina is drawn; then, beginning counterclockwise, measuring the distance between the center of the 

radius and the retina vessel's end. These distances are used to encrypt the message as an RCE key. 

Comparing each distance with all distance's lengths in the previous step to check what range it belongs to, 

then; record its number. This number refers to the number of shifts used to encrypt the message as a DRCE 

key. Figure 4 shows the feature extraction of the proposed techique. The image with diagonals has been 

illustrated in Figure 4(a) and the image with diagonals and radius has been illustrated in Figure 4(b). For the 

values of DCE, RCE, and DRCE, the rounding to the nearest integer number (if not integer) is used using 

round (x) in MATLAB 2019a. Table 1 shows samples of extracted features from retina3, where the (X, Y) 

are the ending points of the retina vessels.  

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 
 

Figure 4. Feature extraction of the proposed system image with (a) diagonals and (b) diagonals and radius 

 

 

Table 1. samples of extracted features from Retina3 
Retina vessel's number DCE value RCE value DRCE value (X, Y) points 

1 26 89 30 (109, 146) 

2 34 85 28 (118, 160) 

3 35 83 27 (117, 161) 

4 35 69 20 (119, 162) 

5 36 72 20 (105, 100) 

6 39 66 19 (91, 117) 

7 40 48 10 (126, 88) 

8 41 37 5 (120, 88) 

9 47 62 18 (112, 172) 

10 47 60 18 (100, 166) 

11 49 55 15 (107, 84) 

12 49 55 15 (79, 132) 

 

 

2.4.  Cryptography Algorithms 

Cryptographic algorithms are: i) symmetric encryption: used to hide the contents of streams or 

blocks of data of whatever size, including messages, encryption keys, files, and passwords; ii) asymmetric 

encryption: used to hide small data blocks, such as hash function values and encryption keys, used in the 

digital signatures [28]; iii) data integrity algorithms: used to protect the blocks of data, like messages, from 

alteration [28], [29] and iv) authentication protocols: these schemes depend on cryptographic algorithms to 

authenticate the entities’ identity [28]. 

There are many key-based cryptographic schemes; symmetric keys and asymmetric keys are the 

two-standard key-based encryption techniques [3]. Symmetric key cryptography uses the same key for 

encryption and decryption, while; Asymmetric key cryptography uses two different keys, one for encryption 

and the other for decryption [7]. Equations (1) and (2) express the algorithms of the encryption and 

decryption, respectively:  

  

e(x)  ≡  (x +  k) mod n (1) 
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d(y)  ≡  (y −  k) mod n   (2) 

 

where x and y are the plain-text and cipher-text character’s numbers, k and n are a shift key and modulus, 

respectively [28]. When the systems use encryption, cipher-text should be challenging to decipher the text 

without knowing the key to increasing the confidence of systems’ integrity [3]. 

 

2.4.1. Lookup table 

In the encryption approach, a lookup table is to map one math symbol or letter with the other one 

according to the operation used in converting between them. The construction of a lookup table is from (26) 

English small and (26) capital letters, (71) math symbols, and space. All of these are numbered from one to 

124. Table 2 shows the suggested Lookup table used in the encryption and decryption in this research. The 

abbreviations (ch.) mean “character” and (ch. no.) mean “character number”. 

 

 

Table 2. Lookup table 
Ch. 

 

Ch. 

no. 

Ch. 

 

Ch. 

no. 

Ch. 

 

Ch. 

no. 

Ch. 

 

Ch. 

no. 

Ch. 

 

Ch. 

no. 

Ch. 

 

Ch. 

no. 

Ch. 

 

Ch. 

no. 

Ch. 

 

Ch. 

no. 

Ch. Ch. 

no. 

A 1 P 16 e 31 t 46 > 61 ° 76 + 91 ↔ 106 ∛ 121 

B 2 Q 17 f 32 u 47 ≪ 62 °F 77 − 92 ∴ 107 ∜ 122 

C 3 R 18 g 33 v 48 ≫ 63 °C 78 φ 93 ¬ 108 ∄ 123 

D 4 S 19 h 34 w 49 ≤ 64 ∆ 79 α 94 ⋮ 109 ⋯ 124 

E 5 T 20 i 35 x 50 ≥ 65 ∇ 80 β 95 ⋰ 110   

F 6 U 21 j 36 y 51 ∓ 66 ∃ 81 γ 96 ⋱ 111   

G 7 V 22 k 37 z 52 ≅ 67 τ 82 δ 97 ℵ 112   

H 8 W 23 l 38 space 53 ≈ 68 ∈ 83 ε 98 ℶ 113   

I 9 X 24 m 39 = 54 ≡ 69 ∋ 84 ϵ 99 ∎ 114   

J 10 Y 25 n 40 ≠ 55 ∀ 70 ± 85 θ 100 ρ 115   

K 11 Z 26 o 41 × 56 ∂ 71 √ 86 ϑ 101 σ 116   

L 12 a 27 p 42 ÷ 57 ∪ 72 ~ 87 μ 102 ω 117   

M 13 b 28 q 43 ! 58 ∩ 73 ∞ 88 π 103 ∁ 118   

N 14 c 29 r 44 ∝ 59 ∅ 74 ∙ 89 → 104 ↑ 119   

O 15 d 30 s 45 < 60 % 75 ∗ 90 ↓ 105 ← 120   

 

 

2.4.2. Encryption algorithm 

Encryption is the method of encoding plain-text into cipher-text before transmitting it through 

channel for avoiding thieving of confidential data [16]. Encryption has been implemented through shifting 

operation to the right (forward) using the corresponding key. This key is represented by the retina vessel’s 

end position and from (1):  
 

Encryption at DCE points: 

 

ekD(x)≡(x+kD) mod 124 
 

Encryption at RCE points: 

 

ekR (x)≡(x+kR) mod 124 
 

Encryption at DRCE points: 

 

ekDR (x)≡(x+kDR) mod 124 
 

where x ∈ Z124 and it is the plain-text character number.  

kD=position of DCE point+value of DCE at the same point 

kR=position of RCE point+value of RCE at the same point 

kDR=position of DRCE point+value of DRCE at the same point 

 

2.4.3. Decryption algorithm 

Decryption is converting the cipher-text to the original plain-text using a secret key. It has been 

implemented through shifting operation to the left (Backward) using a key that is represented by the retina 

vessel's end position and from (2):  
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Decryption at DCE points: 

 

dkD (y)≡(y–kD) mod 124  

 

Decryption at RCE points: 

 

dkR (y)≡(y–kR) mod 124 

 

Decryption at DRCE points:  

 

dkDR (y)≡(y–kDR) mod 124 

 

where y ∈ Z124, and it is the cipher-text character number 

 

 

3. TESTING AND EVALUATING THE RESULTS 

For testing and evaluating the performance of the proposed technique, ten tables show the details of 

the results when using various keys of retina vessels for retina 1, 2, and 3. Table 3 shows the encryption 

process using DCE key with a plain-text (Simulation) and resulting cipher-text for retina3. According to the 

lookup table, the plain text letter S mapping into the character number of the value 19. The DCE has the 

value of 64 at that number after arranging the measured distances progressively and numbering them; i.e., the 

distance between the retina's center and the vessel's end of a coordinate (88, 78). Therefore, the plain - text;  

(Simulation) is encrypted to a cipher-text (A÷≡< 𝑮 ⋮ 𝒎 > 𝑵𝑼) depending on shifting to the right. Tables 4 

and 5 show the encryption of the plain-text; (Simulation) but using RCE and DRCE. The encrypted texts are 

(∝ ! 𝜵𝑴𝒐𝒅 ⋱ 𝒉𝝈𝝎) and (𝑳 ← 𝑽𝒙𝑰𝑬𝒊𝜸 >≪) respectively. The encryption by using DCE, RCE, and DRCE 

results in different cipher-text when using the same plain-text. 

 

 

Table 3. Encryption using DCE key with a plain-text (simulation) 
Plain-text Character no.(C) DCE value DCE (X, Y) (C+DCE+(X+Y)) mod124 Cipher-text 

S 19 64 (88, 78) 249 mod 124=1 A 

i 35 97 (32, 141) 305 mod 124=57 ÷ 

m 39 104 (26, 148) 317 mod 124= 69 ≡ 

u 47 107 (222, 180) 556 mod 124=60 < 

l 38 101 (191, 49) 379 mod 124=7 G 

a 27 81 (67, 182) 357 mod 124=109 ⋮ 
t 46 107 (22, 112) 287 mod 124=39 m 

i 35 125 (145, 252) 557 mod 124=61 > 

o 41 104 (133, 232) 510 mod 124=14 N 

n 40 105 (198, 50) 393 mod 124=21 U 

 

 

Table 4. Encryption using RCE key with a plain-text (simulation) 
Plain-text Character no.(C) RCE value RCE (X, Y)  (C+RCE+(X+Y)) mod124 Cipher-text 

S 19 122 (88, 78)  307 mod 124=59 ∝ 

i 35 98 (32, 141)  306 mod 124=58 ! 

m 39 115 (26, 148)  328 mod 124=80 ∇ 

u 47 184 (222, 180)  633 mod 124=13 M 

l 38 135 (191, 49)  413 mod 124=41 o 

a 27 126 (67, 182)  402 mod 124=30 d 

t 46 179 (22, 112)  359 mod 124=111 ⋱ 

i 35 98 (145, 252)  530 mod 124=34 h 

o 41 82 (133, 232)  488 mod 124=116 𝜎 

n 40 77 (198, 50)  365 mod 124=117 𝜔 

 

 

Suppose the plain-text is a sentence such as (What a nice car!). Tables 6, 7, and 8 show the 

encryption of the same message for different keys of retina vessels; DCE, RCE, and DRCE leading to a 

different cipher-text for each key. In the encryption using the DCE key, the three times repetition of the 

(space) in the plain-text have the same character number (53) according to the lookup table and its encryption 

to ≫, ⋱ and ∈ in the first, second, and third case, respectively. Encryption to three different values is because 

of the variation in values and (X, Y) points of the DCE at these spaces. Also, the repetition of the letters a 
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and c in the plain-text; are three times and two times, respectively. Encrypted to different values in DCE, 

RCE, and DRCE; this will increase the proposed technique's ambiguity. 

 

 

Table 5. Encryption using DRCE key with a plain-text (simulation) 
Plain-text Character no.(C) DRCEvalue DRCE (X, Y) (C+DRCE+(X+Y)) mod124 Cipher-text 

S 19 75 (88, 78) 260 mod 124=12 L 

i 35 36 (32, 141) 244 mod 124=120 ← 

m 39 57 (26, 148) 270 mod 124=22 V 

u 47 103 (222, 180) 552 mod 124=56 × 

l 38 103 (191, 49) 381 mod 124=9 I 

a 27 101 (67, 182) 377 mod 124=5 E 

t 46 103 (22, 112) 283 mod 124=35 i 

i 35 36 (145, 252) 468 mod 124=96 𝛾 

o 41 27 (133, 232) 433 mod 124=61 > 

n 40 22 (198, 50) 310 mod 124=62 ≪ 

 

 

Table 6. Encryption using DCE key with a plain-text (what a nice car!) 
Plain-text Character no. (C) DCE value DCE (X, Y) (C+ DCE+(X+Y)) mod124 Cipher-text 

W 23 77 (100, 200) 400 mod 124=28 b 

h 34 95 (78, 209) 416 mod 124=44 r 

a 27 81 (67, 182) 357 mod 124=109 ⋮ 
t 46 107 (22, 112) 287 mod 124=39 m 

 53 109 (130, 19) 311 mod 124=63 ≫ 

a 27 83 (72, 67) 249 mod 124=1 A 

 53 124 (223, 207) 607 mod 124=111 ⋱ 

n 40 105 (198, 50) 393 mod 124=21 U 

i 35 97 (32, 141) 305 mod 124=57 ÷ 

c 29 86 (44, 146) 305 mod 124=57 ÷ 

e 31 93 (60, 192) 376 mod 124=4 D 

 53 104 (26, 148) 331 mod 124=83 ∈ 

c 29 86 (101, 210) 426 mod 124=54 = 

a 27 111 (216, 196) 550 mod 124=54 = 

r 44 106 (155, 25) 330 mod 124=82 τ 

! 58 116 (52, 215) 441 mod 124=69 ≡ 

 

 

Table 9 shows encryption of a plain-text (Simulation), using DCE, RCE, and DRCE for retina1, 2, 

and 3. The suffix 1 in DCE1 refers to retina1, the suffix 2 in DCE2 refers to retina2, the suffix 3 in DCE3 

refers to retina3, and the same for RCE and DRCE. For each retina, different keys used to encrypt the same 

message and cipher-text are different for each key because each retina has different values and lengths of 

DCE, RCE, and DRCE from the other retina. Table 10 shows the encryption using DRCE for retina1, 2, and 

3 with a plain-text (What a nice car!). Each retina has a different DRCE key, so when encrypting the same 

message, the cipher-text obtained differs from one retina to another. 

 

 

Table 7. Encryption using RCE key with a plain-text (what a nice car!) 
Plain-text Character no. (C) RCE value RCE (X, Y) (C+RCE+(X+  Y)) mod124 Cipher-text 

W 23 79 (100, 200) 402 mod 124=30 d 

h 34 102 (78, 209) 423 mod 124=51 y 

a 27 126 (67, 182) 402 mod 124=30 d 

t 46 179 (22, 112)  359 mod 124=111 ⋱ 

 53 113 (130, 19) 315 mod 124=67 ≅ 

a 27 133 (72, 67) 299 mod 124=51 y 

 53 115 (223, 207)  598 mod 124=102 𝜇 

n 40 77 (198, 50)  365 mod 124=117 𝜔 

i 35 98 (32, 141) 306 mod 124=58 ! 

c 29 125 (44, 146) 344 mod 124=96 𝛾 

e 31 95 (60, 192)  378 mod 124=6 F 

 53 115 (26, 148) 342 mod 124=94 𝛼 

c 29 145 (101, 210)  485 mod 124=113 ℶ 

a 27 132 (216, 196) 571 mod 124=75 % 

r 44 91 (155, 25) 315 mod 124=67 ≅ 

! 58 143 (52, 215) 468 mod 124=96 𝛾 
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The cipher-text is converted to the original plain-text efficiently using the proposed decryption 

process, which illustrates the validity and applicability of the process. Table 11 shows decryption results 

using DRCE for retina3 to reconstruct the original message (what a nice car!). 

 

 

Table 8. Encryption using DRCE key with a plain-text (what a nice car!) 

 

 

Table 9. Encryption using DCE, RCE and DRCE for retina1, 2, and 3 with a plain-text (simulation) 
Plain-

text 

Cipher-

text DCE1 

Cipher-

text RCE1 

Cipher- 

text DRCE1 

Cipher-

text DCE2 

Cipher-

text RCE2 

Cipher- 

text DRCE2 

Cipher-

text DCE3 

Cipher-

text RCE3 

Cipher- 

text DRCE3 

S ∄ n ≪ C n 𝜖 A ∝ L 

i S 𝜇 ∈ p ≠ ℵ ÷ ! ← 

m e ∩ ⋮ Z L ∅ ≡ ∇ V 

u d ≤ °C ∁ b ∝ < M × 

l ± ° Y W A ≡ G o I 

a 𝛾 ℶ ° G ∙ 𝜖 ⋮ d E 

t ÷ % ¬ ≅ ¬ H m ⋱ i 

i U M ↔ ≠ ∓ 𝜌 > h 𝛾 

o 𝜋 𝜗 q J D τ N 𝜎 > 

n ≡ 𝛽 Q τ 𝜃 d U 𝜔 ≪ 

 

 

Table 10. Encryption using DRCE for retina1, 2, and 3 with a plain-text (what a nice car!) 
Plain-text DRCE/Retina Cipher-text 

What a nice car! DRCE1 =↓ °¬∁NyQ ∈ eμjbrBE  

What a nice car! DRCE2 ∩ φ√H 𝜔~ φdℵ ↑< K ⋮ °FVW 

What a nice car! DRCE3 𝜖 ⋱  E i K T r ≪←≈≡ j 𝜕sF × 

 

 

Table 11. Decryption using DRCE for retina3 with a plain-text (what a nice car!) 

Cipher-text 
Ciphered 

letter’s no. 

DRCE 

value 

DRCE 

(X, Y) 
(Ciphered letter’s no. − (DRCE+( X+Y)) mod124 Plain-text 

𝜖 99 24 (100, 200) -225 mod 124=23 W 

⋱ 111 38 (78, 209) -214 mod 124=34 h 

E 5 101 (67, 182) -345 mod 124=27 a 

i 35 103 (22, 112) -202 mod 124=46 t 

K 11 57 (130, 19) -195 mod 124=53  

T 20 102 (72, 67) -221 mod 124=27 a 

r 44 57 (223, 207) -443 mod 124=53  

≪ 62 22 (198, 50) -208 mod 124=40 n 

← 120 36 (32, 141) -89 mod 124=35 i 

≈ 68 97 (44, 146) -219 mod 124=29 c 

≡ 69 34 (60, 192) -217 mod 124=31 e 

j 36 57 (26, 148) -195 mod 124=53  

𝜕 71 103 (101, 210) -343 mod 124=29 c 

s 45 102 (216, 196) -469 mod 124=27 a 

F 6 30 (155, 25) -204 mod 124=44 r 

× 56 103 (52, 215) -314 mod 124=58 ! 

 

 

Plain-text Character no. (C)  DRCE value DRCE (X, Y) (C+DRCE+(X+Y)) mod124 Cipher-text 

W 23 24 (100, 200) 347 mod 124=99 ϵ 

h 34 38 (78, 209) 359 mod 124=111 ⋱ 

a 27 101 (67, 182) 377 mod 124=5 E 

t 46 103 (22, 112) 283 mod 124=35 i 

 53 57 (130, 19) 259 mod 124=11 K 

a 27 102 (72, 67) 268 mod 124=20 T 

 53 57 (223, 207) 540 mod 124=44 r 

n 40 22 (198, 50) 310 mod 124=62 ≪ 

i 35 36 (32, 141) 244 mod 124=120 ← 

c 29 97 (44, 146) 316 mod 124=68 ≈ 

e 31 34 (60, 192) 317 mod 124=69 ≡ 

 53 57 (26, 148) 284 mod 124=36 j 

c 29 103 (101, 210) 443 mod 124=71 ∂ 

a 27 102 (216, 196) 541 mod 124=45 s 

r 44 30 (155, 25) 254 mod 124=6 F 

! 58 103 (52, 215) 428 mod 124=56 × 
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A valuable classification of security attacks is active attacks that attempt to affect system resources 

or alter their operation and passive attacks which attempt to learn or use the system's information without 

affecting system resources [2]. There are many kinds of code-breaking attacks. One of them is a cipher-text 

attack when an opponent has only the cipher-text. The known plain-text problem happens when the opponent 

has some matched parts of the plain-text and the cipher-text. The most significant risk is the chosen plain-text 

problem, in which the attackers [30] can encrypt parts of plain-text. Brute-force is the eventual attack on the 

cipher, testing all the possible keys until the right one is encountered [3] uses trial and error algorithm [31]. 

Various ways were researched and developed for limiting or mitigating brute-force attacks [32]–[36]. Brute 

force technique used in various fields of authentication schemssuch as mail servers and web servers [37]. A 

timing attack is the only one in which the information about the plain-text or the key is obtained by watching 

how long it takes for the implementation to run out of decryption on different cipher-texts. A timing attack 

[28], [38] utilizes encryption and decryption algorithms and sometimes takes various amounts of time for 

different inputs [28]. A compared technique; another technique we have designed for comparing only and it 

has three systems. Each system with an individual key, one with a DCE key, the second with an RCE key 

while the third system with a DRCE key. Figure 5 shows a compared technique with a DCE key, RCE key, 

and DRCE key. Figures 5(a)-(c) shows the compared technique with a DCE key, RCE key, and DRCE key 

respectively.  

 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 

Figure 5. A compared technique with (a) DCE key, (b) RCE key, and (c) DRCE key 
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The BFA time to discover the key found by (3): 

 

BFA time= (
(3 × (Number of retina vessels)!)

 
256

)sec. (3) 

 

where 3 refers to DCE, RCE and DRCE and 256 is the number of deciphering operations per second. 

No. of seconds in one year=365*24*60*60=31536000 sec.  

 

BFA time= (
3 (103)!

 
256

)/31536000 year 

 

BFA time=1.3074e+140 year 

 

Table 12 shows a comparison between the proposed technique and compared technique for retina1, 

2, and 3 according to the number of retina vessels and BFA time. A BFA uses trial and error algorithms to 

decode the encrypted data, so; the choice of the BFA represents a suitable type of attack. retina3 has the most 

considerable BFA time to find the key than retina1 and retina2 because they have the lowest number of retina 

vessels compared with retina3. Also, the comparison between the BFA time of retina1, 2, and 3 in the 

proposed technique is three times that in the compared technique because the last one has three systems, each 

with one key. The suffix prop. in Variablesprop. refers to variables in the proposed technique and and the 

suffix comp. in Variablescomp. refers to the variables in compared technique. 

 

 

Table 12. No. of retina vessels and BFA for retina1, 2, and 3 
Variablesprop. Retina1 Retina2 Retina3 Variablescomp. Retina1 Retina2 Retina3 

No. of retina vessels 24 53 103 No. of retina vessels 24 53 103 

BFA time /Year 0.8191 5.6436e+45 1.307e+140 BFA time /Year 0.2730 1.8812e+45 4.358e+139 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

This research aims to generate secured cipher keys from retina information to increase the level of 

security. Original procedure used to generate three types of keys in one system from the retina vessel's end 

position. The results show that for different keys of retina vessels such as DCE, RCE and DRCE used to 

encrypt the same message, word, or text, the cipher-text differs for each key and each retina, i.e., the same 

plain-text encrypted to a different cipher-text. A decryption process efficiently converts the cipher-text to the 

original plain-text, illustrating the process's validity and applicability, and the secret keys are robust against 

various attacks. The cipher-text is challenging to be broken because the time required to decrypt the cipher-

text by a BFA is very high, almost (1.3074e+140) year for retina 3, which has 103 retina vessels. When the 

number of retina vessels decreases, the BFA time will also be decreased as in retina1 and retina2 because 

they have 24 and 53 retina vessels, respectively; the BFA time increases with increasing the length of the 

secret key, which is preferable in the cryptography. Also, the BFA time of retina 1, 2, and 3 in the proposed 

technique is three times that in the compared technique, which has BFA time (4.358e+139) year for retina3, 

because the last one has three systems each with one key. It is now possible to conclude that the proposed 

technique is highly secure and efficient for cryptography. For the future works, using the process of image 

encryption with the proposed system and design a technique of generating secured keys from the fingerprint 

with image or text encryption. 
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